KIARO HOLDINGS CORP.
(FORMERLY DC ACQUISITION CORP.)
Management’s Discussion and Analysis
For the three months ended April 30, 2021 and 2020

The following management’s discussion and analysis (“MD&A”) of financial condition and results of operations of
Kiaro Holdings Corp. (“Kiaro” or the “Company”) should be read in conjunction with the Company’s unaudited
condensed consolidated interim financial statements for the three months ended April 30, 2021 and 2020, and
the accompanying notes thereto (the “Financial Statements”), which have been prepared in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”). This MD&A has been prepared as of June 24, 2021,
pursuant to the disclosure requirements under National Instrument 51-102 - Continuous Disclosure Obligations
of the Canadian Securities Administrators.
This MD&A contains forward-looking information within the meaning of Canadian securities laws, and the use of
non-GAAP measures. Refer to “Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Statements” included within
this MD&A. This MD&A and the Company’s unaudited condensed consolidated interim financial statements have
been filed in Canada on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. Additional information regarding the Company can also be
found on the Company’s website at www.kiaro.com.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This MD&A contains certain statements which may constitute “forward-looking information” and “forward-looking
statements” within the meaning of Canadian securities law requirements (collectively, “forward-looking
statements” or “FLS”). These forward-looking statements are made as of the date of this MD&A and the
Company does not intend, and does not assume any obligation, to update these FLS, except as required under
applicable securities legislation. FLS relate to future events or future performance and reflect Company
management’s expectations or beliefs regarding future events. In certain cases, FLS can be identified by the use
of words such as “plans”, “expects” or “does not expect”, “is expected”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”,
“forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates” or “does not anticipate”, or “believes”, or variations of such words and phrases
or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or “will be taken”, “occur” or
“be achieved” or the negative of these terms or comparable terminology. In this document, certain forward-looking
statements are identified by words including “may”, “future”, “expected”, “intends” and “estimates”. By their very
nature FLS involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results,
performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by the FLS. The Company provides no assurance that FLS will prove to be
accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.
Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on FLS.
The Company’s anticipated future operations are forward-looking in nature and, as a result, are subject to certain
risks and uncertainties. Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in these FLS are
reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on them as actual results may differ materially from the forwardlooking statements. Such FLS are estimates reflecting the Company’s best judgment based upon current
information and involve a number of risks and uncertainties, and there can be no assurance that other factors will
not affect the accuracy of such forward-looking statements.
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CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING CERTAIN NON-GAAP PERFORMANCE
MEASURES
This MD&A contains certain financial performance measures that are not recognized or defined under IFRS
(termed “Non-GAAP Measures”). As a result, this data may not be comparable to data presented by other
cannabis retail or wholesale companies. For an explanation of these measures to related comparable financial
information presented in the Financial Statements prepared in accordance with IFRS, refer to the discussion
below. The Company believes that these Non-GAAP Measures are useful indicators of operating performance
and are specifically used by management to assess the financial and operational performance of the Company.
These Non-GAAP measures include, but are not limited, to the following:
●

Adjusted EBITDA is calculated as net loss excluding finance income (expense), income taxes, depreciation,
amortization, share-based compensation, loss on modification and extinguishment of debt, foreign exchange,
changes in fair value of financial instruments, inventory write-down, lease termination loss and loss on
sublease and non-cash impairment of equity investments, loss on sale of financial instruments, impairment of
long-lived assets, goodwill, and other assets, and the transaction cost of certain transactions. Adjusted
EBITDA is intended to provide a proxy for the Company’s operating cash flow and is widely used by industry
analysts to compare Kiaro to its competitors and derive expectations of future financial performance for Kiaro.
Adjusted EBITDA increases comparability between comparative companies by eliminating variability resulting
from differences in capital structures, management decisions related to resource allocation, and the impact
of fair value adjustments on financial instruments, which may be volatile and fluctuate significantly from period
to period.

Non-GAAP measures should be considered together with other data prepared in accordance with IFRS to enable
investors to evaluate the Company’s operating results, underlying performance and prospects in a manner similar
to Kiaro’s management. Accordingly, these non-GAAP measures are intended to provide additional information
and should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures of performance prepared in accordance
with IFRS.
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BUSINESS OVERVIEW
The Company (formerly DC Acquisition Corp. (“DCA”) owns and operates seven retail cannabis locations
throughout British Columbia and Saskatchewan. During the first quarter in fiscal year 2022 (“Q1 FY 2022”), the
Company added one additional location in British Columbia, which is expected to open in the third quarter of this
fiscal year. Subsequent to this quarter, the Company announced the acquisition of its first operational retail
location in Ontario, together with operational eCommerce accessories businesses in Canada, US, and Australia.
The purchase of the newly acquired operating assets is expected to close in July 2021. In addition to its retail
operations, Kiaro, through its wholly owned subsidiary, National Cannabis Distribution Inc. (“NCD”), wholesales
cannabis products to other licensed retailers in Saskatchewan.
On June 9, 2020, Kiaro Brands Inc. (“KBI”) entered into an amalgamation agreement (“Amalgamation
Agreement”) with DCA, a TSX Venture Exchange (“TSX-V”) listed capital pool company to complete a reverse
takeover transaction (the “Qualifying Transaction”). On October 13, 2020, pursuant to the Amalgamation
Agreement, DCA completed a three-cornered amalgamation with KBI, with the resulting corporation changing its
name to Kiaro Holdings Corp.
Kiaro is a publicly traded company with the head office located at 300 - 110 East Cordova Street, Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada V6A 1K9. The Company is traded on the TSX-V under the symbol “KO”.

DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS
Kiaro is an independent, omni-channel distributor, and multi-provincial cannabis retailer. Through existing
storefronts across British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and soon Ontario, a wholesale distribution division servicing
Saskatchewan, and continued plans for national expansion, Kiaro is driven to introduce new and experienced
consumers to a lifelong exploration of cannabis. With more than 40 years of collective retail-focused experience,
Kiaro’s leadership team has a proven track record of growing retail brands across North America and plans to
open additional retail locations nationwide over the coming years.

OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2022 FISCAL YEAR
Retail Operations
The Kiaro retail portfolio increased from five cannabis retail stores as at April 30, 2020, to seven open and
operating cannabis retail stores as of April 30, 2021, and one additional municipally licensed location set to open
this summer. In Q1 FY 2022 compared to Q1 FY 2021, Kiaro increased total retail revenue 145%, with 78% of
that increase coming from same store sales. Gross margin contributed $1,431,930 this quarter compared with
$593,222 in the prior year for the same period.
Brick & Mortar Operations
On March 16, 2021, Kiaro announced the completion of the Grasshopper Cannabis acquisition. The purchased
asset included one brick and mortar municipally licensed location in Kelowna B.C., Kiaro’s first retail location in
a key consumer market in the interior of British Columbia.
Provincial approvals required for the operations of the site are currently underway with the Liquor and Cannabis
Regulation Branch of B.C. This location was chosen for its prime location in the highly defensible downtown core
of Kelowna, an area which expects significant residential and commercial investment in the near term. The site
is slated to open in Q3 this fiscal year.
In addition to expanding store count, Kiaro launched and expanded key retail programs that will serve to deliver
on our brand promise of introducing customers to a lifelong exploration of cannabis and celebrating them along
the way.
●
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Ask Kiaro Anything (“AKA”) launched in February 2021. The program intends to provide complimentary one
on one information sessions aimed to help curious consumers of legal age enhance their cannabis experience
through a custom tailored session that addresses individual needs. Customers can book a session online at
kiaro.com with participating stores. Kiaro intends to expand this offering at multiple locations in line with
expanded Covid provincial re-opening plans.

●

My Kiaro launched in the later part of the prior fiscal year. The My Kiaro program aims to support customers
with access to previous purchases and ensure they have up to date information on new and returning
products. The program expanded in Q1 FY 2022 to include personalized messages for those of legal age in
compliance with both cannabis regulations and privacy rules.

COVID-19
As COVID-19 has changed the retail shopping experience, Kiaro modified its business practices to ensure a safe
environment for customers and employees. Kiaro modified its in-store experience and introduced a reserve online
and pick up in store option for consumers. Kiaro also eliminated all unnecessary in-store touch points and is
following provincial Health Authority and WorkSafe guidelines. Kiaro expects to continue to monitor direction given
by applicable health authorities and adjust its retail experience accordingly. Although there have not been any
significant impacts to the Company’s operations to date, the Company cannot provide assurance that there will
not be disruptions to its operations in the future. Refer to the “Risk Factors” section below for further discussion
on the potential impacts of COVID-19.
Wholesale Operations
The Saskatchewan Retail Cannabis market increased in size by 32% from the start of February to the end of April
2021, in almost even month over month increases. This is the largest increase since legalization in October 2018
and is a direct result of the Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority (“SLGA”) removing the cap on the number
of cannabis retail stores permitted to operate effective September 2020, and owners spending the latter part of
2020 going through the application process. In preparation for the expected increase in market size, we reviewed
the needs of our customers and Licensed Producers (“LPs”) partners and increased our sales and customer
support team to better improve their experience. NCD has already seen some of these benefits with an increase
in wholesale revenues of 39% in Q1 FY 2022 as compared to Q1 FY 2021. Currently, NCD services over 60% of
the licensed retailers in Saskatchewan.
In addition to our focus on customer support, product selection continues to improve in Saskatchewan with the
increase in Saskatchewan excise stamped brands, ready for distribution. NCD added 32 new brands to its
offering, including the exclusive reseller agreement entered into in February 2021 with Rubicon Organics for the
exclusive wholesale distribution rights in Saskatchewan.
eCommerce
On March 20, 2020, British Columbia’s Liquor and Cannabis Regulation Branch announced that licensed
cannabis retailers in British Columbia would be allowed to offer non-medical cannabis product reservations to
customers online. We built, tested, and rolled out ROPIS, or “Reserve Online Pick up In Store” in the four days
following this announcement. The option for customers to purchase through ROPIS, ties our online catalogue of
products to our live inventory at each location, including allowances for quantities reserved for walk-in customers.
With a full year in operation, the data gathered shows average basket-size for ROPIS transactions being
approximately 44% higher than traditional sales.
In Saskatchewan, as permitted by the SLGA, Kiaro’s two retail locations offer last mile delivery in addition to the
ROPIS option. Last mile delivery permits customers to complete their purchase transaction online, and have the
order shipped to their home within two hours through Pineapple Express.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Kiaro brick and mortar retail operations grew significantly during the prior year, and the Company aims to continue
this trend into FY 2022 as Kiaro looks to aggressively expand the portfolio through both organic license
applications and acquisitions. Kiaro has always focused on the fundamentals of great business operations,
evaluating all potential transactions through the lens of accretive value for shareholders, coupled with the basic
valuation of assets that have the potential to outperform our peers.
On May 31, 2021, Kiaro announced that it had entered into a definitive agreement with Sculthorpe SEO Inc, which
currently operates both a highly desirable retail location in Toronto, and three eCommerce business platforms.
The transaction launches Kiaro into the Ontario retail market; provides access to Canadian, American and
Australian consumers through its digital assets; and adds to Kiaro’s cash generating assets while providing
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additional high margin revenue streams. The details of the transactions are below, segmented by business
function.
Retail
With the announcement of the acquisition of Sculthorpe SEO Inc on May 31, 2021, the Company launched into
the Ontario cannabis marketplace. The location connected with the acquisition is currently operational and located
on Dundas Street in the heart of the Trinity Bellwoods neighborhood of Toronto. This is likely the first location of
many, as the Company continues to evaluate multiple opportunities for retail expansion in both British Columbia
and Ontario.
In addition to the expansion of physical retail locations, Kiaro will continue to evolve its key retail programs such
as My Kiaro and AKA, ensuring a best-in-class experience for both consumers and employees. In working to
establish a great experience, Kiaro invested in a strong data-driven foundation in its infancy and continues to
leverage its relationship with ERP supplier Microsoft Dynamics with Power BI. Forecasted consumer trends,
driven by data analytics and qualitative feedback from consumers, our retail team, LPs, and industry associations
is what drives the Company’s decisions. This targeted approach to category growth has allowed the Company to
capture continued revenue growth and sustainable margin levels.
eCommerce
As noted above, the news release on May 31, 2021, outlines the signing of the definitive agreement with
Sculthorpe SEO Inc. The highlights regarding the ecommerce platforms are as follows:

●

●

Provides Kiaro a strategic entry into the U.S. and Australian market: The acquisition provides Kiaro with new
revenue segments from the U.S. and Australian jurisdictions derived from the online sales of consumption
accessories. As a result, Kiaro is well-positioned to take advantage of any future U.S. and Australia advances
towards federal legalization.
Expands the Company’s eCommerce reach both nationally and internationally: The addition of Vaped.ca,
Vaped.com, and VaporizersDirect.com.au, complements Kiaro’s current eCommerce platform and will
strengthen the Company’s technology-forward approach. In connection with the acquisition, Christian
Sculthorp, founder and CEO of Sculthorp SEO Inc., will join the Kiaro team as Director of eCommerce for a
minimum period of six months. Mr. Sculthorp will oversee the integration of the eCommerce sites into the
Company and will use his expertise and entrepreneurial drive to expand on Kiaro’s global digital footprint.

Wholesale
With the 10% month over month accretive growth in market size not slowing down, the Company continues to
build its foundation to support both existing and new customers and LPs. Subsequent to the quarter end, the
Company hired a new general manager, Brent McFadzen, who is the former Distributor Operations Manager of
Weston Foods. The Company will benefit from over 30 years of Saskatchewan-based wholesale, distribution, and
warehouse management experience through the addition of Brent as well as a new sales manager.
With sales and service provided to over 60% of licensed retailers in the province, the Company will continue to
ensure product mix is suitable to demand and collaborate with LPs on upcoming products to ensure we act as the
most efficient conduit to retailers.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2022 FISCAL YEAR
On March 11, 2021, the Company completed a bought deal private placement of 18,750,000 units of the Company
at a price of $0.16 per unit, for aggregate gross proceeds of $3,000,000. Each unit consists of one common share
of the Company and one half of one common share purchase warrant. Each warrant entitles the holder to
purchase one common share at an exercise price of $0.23 at any time before March 11, 2024. The warrants are
subject to the right of the Company to accelerate the expiry date of the warrants when certain conditions are met.
In connection with the private placement, Canaccord Genuity Corp., in its role as underwriter, received a cash
commission in the aggregate amount of $210,000, which is equal to 7.0% of the gross proceeds raised and
1,312,500 non-transferable broker warrants, which is equal to 7.0% of the number of units sold. Each broker
warrant is exercisable into one unit of the Company consisting of one common share of the Company and one
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half of one warrant until March 11, 2024, subject to the acceleration right, at a price of $0.16 per broker warrant.
Each broker warrant will be exercisable on the same terms as a normal warrant.
On March 15, 2021, the Company completed an Asset Purchase Agreement to acquire the assets of Grasshopper
Cannabis Co. The acquired assets are located in the City of Kelowna and the Company expects the store to be
operational by Q3 this fiscal year. The agreed upon purchase price of the transaction was $695,000 paid in cash.
On March 5, 2021, the final payment in accordance with the Share Purchase Agreement for National Cannabis
Distribution Inc. dated March 18, 2019, was made, removing all balances on the Balance Sheet under Purchase
Liability.
On April 1, 2021, the Company appointed Mr. Colin Davis to its Board of Directors. Mr. Davis is a veteran of the
financial services and fintech industries and has extensive experience in FTSE 100 companies, early-stage and
high-growth enterprises, business integration and mergers and acquisitions.

SELECTED FINANCIAL RESULTS
The following selected financial data was prepared in accordance with IFRS and should be read in conjunction
with the Company’s Financial Statements for the three months ended April 30, 2021, and the accompanying notes
thereto. All dollar amounts are in Canadian dollars.
Three months ended
April 30, 2021

Revenue
Gross profit
Operating expenses
Loss from operations
Other expenses
Net loss
Adjusted EBITDA (1)

$
5,167,064
1,557,661
(2,457,900)
(900,239)
(79,682)
(979,921)
(179,964)

Three months ended
%
January 31, 2021 Change

$
5,214,123
1,598,886
(2,512,319)
(913,433)
(275,176)
(1,188,609)
(106,781)

-1%
-3%
2%
1%
71%
18%
-69%

(1)

This term is defined in the "Cautionary Statement Regarding Certain NON_GAAP Performance Measures" section of this MD&A. Refer to the "Adjusted EBITDA" section for reconciliation
of the IFRS equivalent.

Revenue, gross profit, and operating expenses during the three months ended April 30, 2021 was comparable to
that of the three months ended January 31, 2021 (“Q4 FY 2021”). Although the revenue comparatively was within
1% of the prior quarter, forecasted revenues for Q1 vs Q4 were much less, as is normally expected in a retail
environment with seasonality. Benchmarked against total B.C. and S.K. retail cannabis sales, as provided by
Statistics Canada, Kiaro outperformed the Canadian licensed retail cannabis group: -1% vs -7%. Other expenses
in Q1 FY 2022 decreased as compared to Q4 FY 2021.
For more information relating to factors that have caused period to period variation, see “Key Developments for
the three months ended April 30, 2021”.
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RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
The following table outlines the key financial results for the three months ended April 30, 2021 and 2020:

Revenue
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Gross profit %
Operating expenses
Other expenses
Net loss and comprehensive loss
Loss per share, basic and diluted

Three months ended
April 30, 2021

Three months ended
April 30, 2020

$
5,167,064
(3,609,403)
1,557,661
30%
(2,457,900)
(79,682)
(979,921)
(0.01)

$
2,666,711
(1,951,426)
715,285
27%
(1,899,298)
(2,626,818)
(3,810,831)
(0.04)

Revenue
During Q1 FY 2022 (Three months ended April 30, 2021), the Company generated revenue of $5,167,064
compared to $2,666,711 in Q1 FY 2021. The increase in revenue for the quarterly results were due to:
●
●
●

Sales of cannabis products and accessories from two additional retail locations;
Same-store sales increased by 78%; and
Growth in the wholesale cannabis business of 37%.

Cost of sales
During Q1 FY 2022, cost of sales totalled $3,609,403 compared to $1,951,426 in Q1 FY 2021. The increase in
cost of sales was in line with the Company’s revenue growth in both the retail and wholesale recreational cannabis
segments.
Gross profit percentages are presented as a blend of retail and wholesale business unit contributions. The
increase in gross profit percentage from 27% to 30% was primarily due to a change in product mix towards higher
profit margin products in retail.
Operating expenses
The following table outlines the operating expenses for the three months ended April 30, 2021 and 2020:
Three Months ended
April 30, 2021

Consulting and professional fees
Depreciation and amortization
General and administration expenses
Marketing, meals and entertainment
Salaries and employee benefits
Share-based compensation
Total operating expenses

220,279
534,290
286,663
128,992
1,101,691
185,985
2,457,900

April 30, 2020

237,586
293,915
189,102
35,918
746,695
396,082
1,899,298

For the quarter ended April 30, 2021, the total operating expenses as a percentage of revenue decreased to 48%
from 72% in the same quarter of the prior year.
●
●
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Salaries and employee benefits increased $354,996 due to growth in headcount with new retail store
openings, however, decreased as a percentage of revenue from 28% to 21%.
All other expenses (excludes depreciation and amortization, share-based compensation, and salaries and
employee benefits) increased by $173,328, however, decreased as a percentage of revenue from 18% to
12%. The increases were primarily due to the growth in revenue and expanded operations.

Other expenses and income
The following table outlines the other expenses and income for the three months ended April 30, 2021, and
2020:
Three months ended
April 30, 2021

Change in fair value of marketable securities
Change in fair value of derivative liabilities
Finance income
Finance expense
Foreign exchange gain
Inventory write-down
Lease termination loss and loss on sublease
Realized loss on sale of marketable securities
Total other expenses

$
(241)
61,147
(140,588)
(79,682)

April 30, 2020

$
(23,501)
(463,572)
38,413
(19,188)
(53,422)
(2,105,548)
(2,626,818)

During Q1 FY 2022, the Company incurred other expenses of $79,682 compared to $2,626,818 in Q1 FY 2021,
a significant reduction of 97%.
The Company disposed of its investment in marketable securities in March 2020 and as a result, realized loss on
sale marketable securities was recorded in the comparable prior year.
Finance income and expenses is the result of the Company’s activity with leases, sub-leases, and interest accrued
on convertible debentures and promissory notes. The net $384,131 decrease year over year was primarily due
to the conversion of the principal and accrued interest on convertible debentures into the Company’s common
shares in October 2020 when the Company went public. The substantial decrease in total debt is reflected in the
new finance income and expense total in the current quarter.
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ADJUSTED EBITDA
The following is the Company’s adjusted EBITDA for the recent five quarters in fiscal year 2022 and 2021:

April 30,
2021

Quarterly
October
July 31,
April 30,
31, 2020
2020
2020
$
$
$
(2,893,792) (1,443,805) (3,810,831)

Net loss and comprehensive loss

January
31, 2021
$
(979,921) (1,188,609)

Depreciation and amortization
Finance income
Finance expense
EBITDA

534,290
(61,147)
140,588
(366,190)

610,743
487,505
(108,715)
(27,451)
166,152
431,369
(520,429) (2,002,369)

474,623
293,915
(45,866)
536,949
463,572
(478,099) (3,053,344)

Change in fair value of marketable securities
Change in fair value of derivative liabilities
Foreign exchange gain
Inventory write-down
Lease termination loss and loss on sublease
Loss on modification and extinguishment of debt
Realized loss on sale of marketable securities
Share-based compensation
Transaction cost of qualifying transaction

241
185,985
(179,964)

385
140,331
6,097
196,534
70,301
(106,781)

2,382
1,788
93,344
244,222
(136,363)

Adjusted EBITDA (1)

826
10,209
299,123
1,721,772
29,561

23,501
(38,413)
19,188
53,422
2,105,548
396,082
(494,016)

(1)

This term is defined in the "Cautionary Statement Regarding Certain NON_GAAP Performance Measures" section of this MD&A. Refer to the "Adjusted EBITDA" section for
reconciliation of the IFRS equivalent.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION INFORMATION
The following table outlines the Company’s assets, liabilities, and equity position as at April 30 and January
31, 2021:

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Prepaids and deposits
Inventory
Net investment in finance lease
Property and equipment, including ROU
Intangible assets and goodwill
Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Lease liabilities
Purchase liability
Long-term liabilities
Embedded derivative liabilities

Equity

April 30, 2021

January 31, 2021

$

$

2,601,287
124,193
249,271
1,801,927
333,035
4,940,588
1,303,588
11,353,889

1,304,829
142,083
280,759
1,744,244
369,362
5,215,452
608,588
9,665,317

1,324,857
2,390,049
765,493
208,145
4,688,544

1,473,238
2,310,950
103,230
740,519
208,386
4,836,323

6,665,345

4,828,994

As at April 30, 2021, the Company had total assets of $11,353,889, an increase of $1,688,572 from total assets
of $9,665,317 as at January 31, 2021. The change in cash and cash equivalents due to net proceeds of the
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bought deal private placement, the purchase of a licensed retail location in the City of Kelowna, and cash used in
operations.
The final payment towards the acquisition of NCD through the purchase liability was made in March 2021.
Equity increased by $1,836,351 due to the combination of the issuance of new shares in connection with the
bought deal private placement and the net loss incurred for Q1 FY 2022.

SUMMARY OF QUARTERLY RESULTS
The following tables set out certain selected financial information for most recent eight fiscal quarters:
Three months ended
April 30, 2021

Revenue
Net loss and comprehensive loss
Net loss and comprehensive loss
per share - Basic & Diluted

$
5,167,064
(979,921)

$
5,214,123
(1,188,609)

$
5,190,930
(2,893,792)

$
4,000,102
(1,443,805)

(0.01)

(0.01)

(0.03)

(0.01)

Three months ended
April 30, 2020

Revenue
Net loss and comprehensive loss
Net loss and comprehensive loss
per share - Basic & Diluted

Three months ended Three months ended Three months ended
January 31, 2021
October 31, 2020
July 31, 2020

Three months ended Three months ended Three months ended
January 31, 2020
October 31, 2019
July 31, 2019

$
2,666,711
(3,810,831)

2,019,164
(3,593,621)

1,821,675
(4,153,560)

779,316
(2,630,484)

(0.04)

(0.07)

(0.13)

(0.13)

Revenue increased substantially from the three months ended July 31, 2019, through to the three months ended
January 31, 2021, mainly due to the continuous growth in the number of brick and mortar locations, coupled with
regular retail environment ramp up in sales from opening, and the ramp up in wholesale revenue since its
acquisition in March 2019 and first sales in May 2019. A public health emergency was declared in the province
of British Columbia on March 17, 2020, and despite added restrictions and challenges, the Company opened a
further three locations in March 2020, July 2020, and September 2020. In addition, the four operating locations two in British Columbia and two in Saskatchewan saw an increase in revenues, which have continued through to
the current quarter end. At no time did any locations close as a result of public health orders, nor were any
employees reported with Covid-19. The last three quarters have shown consistent revenue numbers, while the
improvement of margins and operating costs in correlation to revenues were successfully executed.
On October 13, 2020, the Company completed a reverse takeover of DC Acquisitions Corp. by way of a threecornered amalgamation, resulting in the subsequent go-public event on the TSX Venture exchange. In tandem
with the go public event, the Company converted $6.5M in convertible debt and accrued interest. Costs associated
with the transaction were reflected in the three months ended October 31, 2020 net loss and comprehensive loss,
in addition to the decrease in earnings per share during that one quarter only.
The earnings per share over the last two quarters remain consistent as the Company targets profitability through
its next more aggressive growth phase.

SEGMENT INFORMATION
During the three months ended April 30, 2021 and 2020, the Company operated in two segments.
●
●

Retail Cannabis Stores – The Company operates retail locations to sell and distribute cannabis and
cannabis related products to individual consumers.
Wholesale Cannabis Business - The Company owns and operates wholesale cannabis business through
its wholly owned subsidiary NCD in the province of Saskatchewan. NCD purchases finished goods from
licensed producers and sells to retail cannabis operators in the province.

Corporate is not an operating segment and contains the Company’s corporate, strategic, and administrative
activities. All the Company’s revenue is earned, and assets are located in Canada.
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Retail
cannabis
stores
$

Wholesale
cannabis
business
$

Corporate
$

Eliminations
and
adjustments
$

Total
$

Revenue
Intercompany revenue
Total revenue
Cost of sales
Gross profit (loss)
Net profit (loss)

3,824,080
3,824,080
2,392,150
1,431,930
144,288

1,342,984
512,217
1,855,201
1,726,716
128,485
14,666

(1,136,121)

(512,217)
(512,217)
(509,463)
(2,754)
(2,754)

5,167,064
5,167,064
3,609,403
1,557,661
(979,921)

Total assets
Total liabilities

2,686,962
1,014,653

4,609,845
585,482

4,057,082
3,088,409

-

11,353,889
4,688,544

Retail
cannabis
stores
$

Wholesale
cannabis
business
$

Corporate
$

Eliminations
and
adjustments
$

Total
$

Revenue
Intercompany revenue
Total revenue
Cost of sales
Gross profit (loss)
Net profit (loss)

1,563,165
1,563,165
969,943
593,222
(176,192)

1,103,546
232,650
1,336,196
1,210,525
125,671
17,059

(3,648,090)

(232,650)
(232,650)
(229,042)
(3,608)
(3,608)

2,666,711
2,666,711
1,951,426
715,285
(3,810,831)

Total assets
Total liabilities

7,417,101
1,065,673

769,985
567,361

2,033,133
11,034,444

-

10,220,219
12,667,478

Three months ended April 30, 2021

Three months ended April 30, 2020

-

The retail cannabis segment revenues increased 245% in Q1 FY 2022 as compared to the prior year. Brick and
mortar presence continued to grow with the opening of three additional retail stores during the prior fiscal year.
The new retail locations opened as follows: Port Moody in March 2020, Vancouver-Commercial in July 2020, and
Nanaimo in September 2020. Additional marketing initiatives including ROPIS, MyKiaro membership program,
AKA, gift card launch, an overhaul to the Company’s website and social media platforms, and community
initiatives with employee selected local charities have all contributed to the increase in same-store sales year
over year.
The wholesale cannabis segment is just starting to see revenue impacts from the very recent start of the
expanding market as a result of the SLGA provincial legislation changes to allow for new retail cannabis
applications as of September 2020. In addition to the expanding market, LPs are starting to take notice in
Saskatchewan and the variety of products and increase in SKUs approved for Saskatchewan distribution has
also started to increase and catch up to the West coast and East coast larger provinces.
The significant decrease in corporate segment net loss was due to the realized loss on the sale of marketable
securities in the prior year, Q1 FY 2021. Significant reduction in liabilities were realized at the conversion of $6.5M
in debt to equity in October 2020, and the final repayment of the purchase liability from March 2019.

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES
As at April 30, 2021, the Company had a positive working capital of $2,626,453 (January 31, 2021 $1,108,870) and had a current ratio of 2.18 as compared to 1.45 on January 31, 2021.
The Company expects cash resources to be sufficient to meet its short-term needs, including maintaining
inventory to meet customers’ needs, the opening of its Kelowna location, and the closing and integration of the
subsequent acquisition of Sculthorp SEO Inc. Management estimates that the current cash position should be
sufficient for the Company to carry out the costs to maintain current operations through FY 2022 and any excess
working capital will be applied to the Company’s growth strategy.
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Cash Flow Information
Three months ended
April 30, 2021

Three months ended
April 30, 2020

Cash provided by (used in) operating
Cash provided by (used in) investing
Cash provided by (used in) financing
Net change in cash and cash equivalents

$
(301,123)
(812,106)
2,409,687
1,296,458

$
(412,210)
539,876
(281,445)
(153,779)

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning
Cash and cash equivalents, ending

1,304,829
2,601,287

1,418,764
1,264,985

Cash used in operating activities fluctuated quarter over quarter due to net loss recognized and working capital
requirements to support the relatable increase in revenue.
During Q1 FY 2022, cash used in investing activities were primarily related to the acquisition of the retail location
in Kelowna, BC and payments made to NCD in connection with business combinations that occurred in FY 2020.
During Q1 FY 2021, the Company received cash proceeds from the sale of marketable securities which was
reduced by purchase of property and equipment and the similar payment towards NCD.
Cash provided by financing activities in the three months ended April 30, 2021, was due to issuance of common
shares related to the bought deal private placement less payments on lease obligations. In the prior year, the
Company repaid promissory notes outstanding resulting in cash outflows.
Commitment and contractual obligations
In October 2020 and January 2021, the Company entered into insurance contracts with a term of 12 months. All
payments were due within the proceeding 12 months.
As at April 30, 2021, the Company’s financial liabilities have contractual maturities as summarized below:

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
(excluding GST & PST payable)
Due to related parties
Lease liability
Purchase Liability
Long-term liabilities
Total

Due within
Less than 1
year
$

1-2 years

2-3 years

3-4 years

> 4 years

Total

$

$

$

$

$

1,027,675

-

-

-

-

1,027,675

119,049
998,142
158,023
2,302,889

1,001,645
812,000
1,813,645

497,510
3,000
500,510

163,632
3,000
166,632

193,600
63,000
256,600

119,049
2,854,529
1,039,023
5,040,276

As at April 30, 2021, the Company leased its corporate office, eight retail locations, and wholesale distribution
warehouse. The lease liability represented the Company’s commitment to these leases until their expiration date.
All retail leases that the Company holds are operational, except one location in the City of Kelowna. This location
is currently under construction and is expected to be operational by Q3 FY 2022.
The Company’s long-term liabilities included the CEBA loan of $60,000 and convertible debentures issued in the
total principal amount of $835,000 of which $35,000 was repaid on May 31, 2021.

OFF-BALANCE SHEET TRANSACTIONS
The Company has not entered into any significant off-balance sheet arrangements or commitments.
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RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
During the three months ended April 30, 2021, the Company had the following transactions with related parties
as defined in IAS 24 – Related Party Disclosures, except those pertaining to transactions with key management
personnel in the ordinary course of their employment and/or directorship arrangements and transactions with the
Company’s shareholders in the form of various financing. Related parties include the Company’s key
management personnel, independent directors, and shareholders. Transactions with related parties were
conducted in the normal course of operations and are measured at the exchange amount, which is the amount
of consideration established and approved by the related parties.
As at April 30, 2021, the company has a convertible debenture with a balance of $700,000 maturing May 31,
2022, owing to a company controlled by the CEO, with interest owing on the convertible debenture of $51,333.
As at April 30, 2021, the Company has payables to related parties of $119,049 (January 31, 2021 – $147,817).

CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES
The preparation of Financial Statements in conformity with IFRS requires management to make judgements,
estimates and assumptions that affect the application of policies and reported amounts of assets and liabilities,
income and expenses. Actual results may differ from these estimates. The estimates and underlying assumptions
are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognized during the period in which
the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period or during the period of the revision and further periods
if the review affects both current and future periods.
The areas involving a higher degree of judgment of complexity or where assumptions and estimates are significant
to the Financial Statements are as follows:
Business combinations
Judgement is used in determining whether an acquisition is a business combination or an asset acquisition. For
a business combination, judgement is also made on identifying assets acquired. In determining the allocation of
purchase price, the most significant estimates generally relate to the present value of future consideration and fair
value of intangible assets. Management exercises judgment in estimating the discount rate to be used to
determine the present value of future consideration. Identified intangible assets are fair valued using appropriate
valuation techniques. Valuations are highly dependent on the inputs used and assumptions made by management
regarding the future performance of these assets and any changes in the discount rate applied.
Useful lives of property and equipment and impairment
Depreciation of property and equipment is dependent upon estimates of useful lives and residual values which
are determined through the exercise of judgment. The assessment of any impairment of these assets is dependent
upon estimates of recoverable amounts that take into account factors such as economic and market conditions
and the useful lives of assets.
Goodwill and intangible assets
Goodwill and indefinite life intangible assets are tested annually for impairment by comparing the carrying value
of each cash-generating unit (“CGU”) containing the assets to its recoverable amount. Goodwill is allocated to
CGUs or groups of CGUs for impairment testing based on the level at which it is monitored by management, and
not at a level higher than an operating segment. Goodwill is allocated to those CGUs or groups of CGUs expected
to benefit from the business combination from which the goodwill arose, which requires the use of judgment. An
impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which the CGU’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable
amount. The recoverable amounts of the CGUs’ assets have been determined based on a fair value less costs of
disposal. There is a material degree of uncertainty with respect to the estimates of the recoverable amounts of
the CGU, given the necessity of making key economic assumptions about the future. The key assumptions used
in the calculation of the recoverable amount relate to future cash flows and growth projections, future weighted
average cost of capital and the terminal growth rate. These key assumptions are based on historical data from
internal sources as well as industry and market trends.
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Fair value of financial instruments
When the fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities recorded in the statement of financial position
cannot be measured based on quoted prices in active markets, their fair value is measured using valuation
techniques.
The carrying value of loans and borrowings for disclosure purposes is derived using the amortized cost method,
by calculating the accretion expense at market-related interest rate less the actual interest expense. Where the
carrying value does not approximate the fair value of financial assets and liabilities, valuation techniques such as
the discounted cash flow model are used.
The fair value of conversion feature is dependent upon estimated probability and timing of conversion. In addition,
estimated benefit the holder will get from conversion were also considered in determining the fair value of the
conversion feature.
The inputs to the appropriate models are taken from observable markets where possible, but where this is not
feasible, a degree of judgment is required in establishing fair values. Judgments also include considerations of
inputs such as liquidity risk, credit risk and volatility. Changes in assumptions relating to these factors could affect
the reported fair value of financial instruments.
Share-based compensation and warrants
The estimation of share-based compensation and warrants requires the selection of an appropriate valuation
model and consideration as to the inputs necessary for the valuation model chosen. The Company has made
estimates as to the volatility of its own shares, the probable life of share options granted and the time of exercise
of those options. The model used by the Company is the Black-Scholes valuation model.
Income taxes
Provisions for taxes are made using the best estimate of the amount expected to be paid based on a qualitative
assessment of all relevant factors. The Company reviews the adequacy of these provisions at the end of the
reporting period. However, it is possible that at some future date an additional liability could result from audits by
taxing authorities. Where the final outcome of these tax‑related matters is different from the amounts that were
initially recorded, such differences will affect the tax provisions in the period in which such determination is made.
Inventory
Inventory is carried at the lower of cost and net realizable value. In estimating net realizable value, the Company
considers the impact of obsolescence, price fluctuations, and fluctuations in inventory levels.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting policies in the Note 3 of the Company’s audited consolidated financial statements for the year
ended January 31, 2021, and interim financial statements for the quarter ended April 30, 2021, have been
consistently applied to all periods presented in the Financial Statements.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS AND RISK MANAGEMENT
Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies
The Company manages its exposure to a number of different financial risks arising from its operations as well as
its use of financial instruments including market risk, credit risk and liquidity risk through its risk management
strategy. The objective of the strategy is to support the delivery of the Company's financial targets while protecting
its future financial security and flexibility. Financial risks are primarily managed and monitored through operating
and financing activities. The financial risks are evaluated regularly with due consideration to changes in the key
economic indicators and up-to-date market information.
A summary of the Company's risk exposures as they relate to financial instruments is reflected below:
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Market Risk
Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate due to changes
in market prices. Market risk comprises three types of risk: currency risk, interest rate risk, and other price risk.
a) Currency risk
The Company does not operate outside of Canada and does not transact in foreign currency; therefore, the
Company is not exposed to any inherent Currency risk.
b) Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate
because of changes in market interest rates. Cash bears interest at market rates. The Company’s long-term
liabilities with fixed rates of interest do not expose the Company to interest rate risk.
c) Price risk
Price risk is the risk of variability in fair value due to movements in equity or market prices. The Company is
currently not subject to price risk. In the prior year and until date of sale, the Company’s investments in the
marketable securities were susceptible to price risk arising from uncertainties about their future values. The
fair value of these investments is based on quoted market prices which the shares of the investments can be
exchanged for.
Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that an entity will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations associated with financial
liabilities. The Company manages liquidity risk by continuously monitoring forecasts and actual cash flows and
taking the necessary actions to maintain enough liquidity for operations and for growth objectives.
As at April 30, 2021, the Company had $2,601,287 in cash and cash equivalents (January 31, 2021 – $1,304,829).
The Company is obligated to pay financial liabilities with total carrying amounts of $2,215,553 (January 31, 2021
– $2,420,655) in the next 12 months.
Credit Risk
Credit risk arises from cash and cash equivalents held with banks, trade and other receivable (excluding GST
receivable), and loan receivable. The Company does not have a significant concentration of credit risk with any
customer and its maximum risk exposure is equal to the carrying value of the financial assets. The objective of
managing credit risk is to prevent loss on financial assets. The Company minimizes credit risk as cash and cash
equivalents are held by reputable financial institutions. The Company is not aware of any material collection
issues. The Company applies the IFRS 9 simplified model of recognizing lifetime expected credit losses for all
trade receivables as these items do not have a significant financing component. Trade receivables are written off
when there is no reasonable expectation of recovery.
Fair Value Measurement
The Company classifies its financial instruments using a fair value hierarchy as a framework for disclosing fair
value of financial instruments based on inputs used to value the Company’s investments. The hierarchy of inputs
and description of inputs is described as follows:
Level 1 – Quoted market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
Level 2 – Inputs other than quoted market prices included in Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability,
either directly (as prices) or indirectly (derived from prices); and
Level 3 – Unobservable inputs such as inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market
data.
The level in the fair value hierarchy within which the fair value measurement is categorized in its entirety is
determined on the basis of the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement in its entirety.
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Fair value through profit or loss
Embedded derivative liability

Level 1
$
-

Level 2
$
-

April 30, 2021
Level 3
Total
$
$
208,145
208,145
208,145
208,145

The Company estimates the fair value of embedded derivative liability at each reporting date using discounted
cash flow model. The significant unobservable input used in the model was the interest rate of 0.29% (January
31, 2021 – 0.14%).
For cash and cash equivalents, trade and other receivables (excluding GST receivable), loan receivable, accounts
payable and accrued liabilities (excluding GST and PST payable), and due to related parties, fair value
approximates their carrying value at the period end due to their short-term maturities. For net investment in finance
lease, purchase liability and long-term liabilities, fair value approximates their carrying value at the fiscal year end
as the interest rates used to discount the host contracts approximate market rates.

SUMMARY OF OUTSTANDING SHARE DATA
The Company’s authorized share capital consists of an unlimited number of common shares without a par value
and an unlimited number of preferred shares without par value.
As at April 30, 2021, and the date of this MD&A, the Company had the following securities outstanding:
Securities
Issued and outstanding common shares
Stock options
Warrants
Convertible debentures
(1)

(1)

April 30, 2021
192,315,679
9,161,790
18,853,429
3,067,375

Date of report
192,315,679
9,761,790
18,822,179
2,789,580

Includes accrued and unpaid interest up to June 24, 2021, which would be convertible to common shares.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS SUBSEQUENT TO APRIL 30, 2021
On May 28, 2021, the Company entered into a definitive agreement to acquire all issued and outstanding shares
of Sculthorp SEO Inc. (“Cozy Cannabis”) for a total purchase price of $1,350,000, settled by $850,000 in common
shares of the Company and $500,000 in cash, subject to a $50,000 holdback and customary adjustments. Cozy
Cannabis operates a highly desirable retail location in Toronto and three eCommerce business platforms. The
acquisition provides the Company a presence in the Ontario retail cannabis market and access to a new digital
portfolio focused on the supply of high-quality consumption accessories to Canadian, American, and Australian
consumers.

RISK FACTORS
In addition to the other information included in this report, readers should consider carefully the following factors,
which describe the risks, uncertainties and other factors that may materially and adversely affect our business,
products, financial condition and operating results. There are many factors that affect our business and our results
of operations, some of which are beyond our control. The following is a description of some of, but not all of, the
important factors that may cause our actual results of operations in future periods to differ materially from those
currently expected or discussed in the FLS set forth in this report relating to our financial results, operations and
business prospects. Except as required by law, we undertake no obligation to update any such FLS to reflect
events or circumstances after the date of this MD&A.
For the purposes of this section, “Material Adverse Change” means any change of circumstances or any event
which has, or would reasonably be expected to have, a material adverse effect in respect of the Company, any
one or more changes, events or occurrences, and “material adverse effect” means, in respect of the Company,
any change (or any condition, event or development involving a prospective change) in the business, operations,
affairs (including the employment status of key employees), assets, liabilities (including any contingent liabilities
that may arise through outstanding, pending or threatened litigation or otherwise) capitalization, financial
condition, licenses, permits, rights or privileges of Kiaro or any of its subsidiaries which in the judgment of the
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Company, acting reasonably in the circumstances, could reasonably be expected to materially and adversely
affect the Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole or the value of the securities of the Company.
These risks include, but are not limited to the following:
The Company may issue additional equity securities
The Company may issue equity securities to finance its activities. If the Company were to issue additional equity
securities, the ownership interest of existing shareholders may be diluted and some or all of the Company’s
financial measures on a per share basis could be reduced. Moreover, as the Company’s intention to issue
additional equity securities becomes publicly known, the Company’s common share price may be materially
adversely affected.
Being a Public Company May Increase Price Volatility
The Company’s status as a reporting issuer may increase price volatility due to various factors, including the
ability to buy or sell Company’s common shares, different market conditions in different capital markets and
different trading volumes. In addition, low trading volume may increase the price volatility of the Company’s
common shares. The increased price volatility could adversely affect the results of operations or financial
condition.
Company’s officers and directors controls a large percentage of the Company’s issued and outstanding
common shares and such officers and directors may have the ability to control matters affecting the
Company and its business
The Company’s shareholders nominate and elect the board of directors, which generally have the ability to control
the acquisition or disposition of the Company’s assets, and the future issuance of the Company’s common shares
or other securities. Accordingly, for any matters with respect to which a majority vote of the Company’s common
shares may be required by law, Mr. Daniel Petrov may have the ability to control such matters. Because Mr.
Petrov controls a substantial portion of the Company’s shares, investors may find it difficult or impossible to
replace the Company’s directors if they disagree with the way the Company’s business is being operated.
Furthermore, the interests of Mr. Petrov and other shareholders are not necessarily aligned in all respects and
there can be no assurance that Mr. Petrov will exercise his rights as the Company’s largest shareholder in a
manner consistent with the best interests of the Company’s other shareholders.
From time to time the directors and executive officers of the Company may sell their common shares on the open
market. These sales will be publicly disclosed in filings made with securities regulators. In the future, the directors
and executive officers of the Company may sell a significant number of their common shares for a variety of
reasons unrelated to the performance of the Company’s business. The shareholders of the Company may
perceive these sales as a reflection on management’s view of the business and result in some shareholders
selling their common shares. These sales could cause the market price of the Company common shares to drop.
Dependence on Key Management Personnel
The success of the Company is dependent upon the ability, expertise, judgment, discretion, and good faith of its
senior management as well as certain consultants (the “Key Personnel”). The Company’s future success
depends on its continuing ability to attract, develop, motivate, and retain the Key Personnel. Qualified individuals
for Key Personnel positions are in high demand, and the Company may incur significant costs to attract and retain
them. The loss of the services of Key Personnel, or an inability to attract other suitably qualified persons when
needed, could have a Material Adverse Effect on the Company’s ability to execute on its business plan and
strategy, and the Company may be unable to find adequate replacements on a timely basis, or at all. While
employment and consulting agreements are customarily used as a primary method of retaining the services of
Key Personnel, these agreements cannot assure the continued services of such individuals and consultants.
Conflicts of Interest
The Company may be subject to various potential conflicts of interest because of the fact that some of its officers,
directors and consultants may be engaged in a range of business activities. The Company’s executive officers,
directors and consultants may devote time to their outside business interests, so long as such activities do not
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materially or adversely interfere with their duties to the Company. In some cases, the Company’s executive
officers, directors and consultants may have fiduciary obligations associated with these business interests that
interfere with their ability to devote time to the Company’s business and affairs and that could adversely affect
the Company’s operations. These business interests could require significant time and attention of the Company’s
executive officers, directors and consultants.
In addition, the Company may also become involved in other transactions which conflict with the interests of its
directors, officers and consultants who may from time to time deal with persons, firms, institutions or corporations
with which the Company may be dealing, or which may be seeking investments similar to those desired by it. The
interests of these persons could conflict with those of the Company. In addition, from time to time, these persons
may be competing with the Company for available investment opportunities. Conflicts of interest, if any, will be
subject to the procedures and remedies provided under applicable laws. In particular, in the event that such a
conflict of interest arises at a meeting of the Company’s directors, a director who has such a conflict will abstain
from voting for or against the approval of such participation or such terms. In accordance with applicable laws,
the directors of the Company are required to act honestly, in good faith and in the best interests of the Company.
Factors which may prevent the Company from the realization of growth targets
The Company will be in the expansion from the early development stage. There is a risk that these additional
resources will not be achieved on time, on budget, or at all, as they can be adversely affected by a variety of
factors, including some that are discussed elsewhere in these “Risk Factors” and the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Inability to acquire assets permitting the operation of additional retail locations on acceptable commercial
terms;
delays in obtaining, or conditions imposed by, regulatory approvals;
non-performance by third party contractors;
increases in materials or labour costs;
breakdown, aging or failure of equipment or processes;
contractor or operator errors;
operational inefficiencies;
labour disputes, disruptions or declines in productivity;
inability to attract sufficient numbers of qualified workers;
disruption in the supply chain; and
major incidents and/or catastrophic events such as fires, explosions, storms, pandemic, or physical attacks.

Licenses and Permits
The operations of the Company will require licenses and permits from various governmental authorities. The
Company currently has all permits and licenses that it believes are necessary to carry on its current business
operation with the intention of obtaining additional licenses and permits for additional operations. The Company
may require additional licenses or permits in the future to achieve its intended operations and there can be no
assurance that the Company will be able to obtain all such additional licenses and permits. In addition, there can
be no assurance that any existing license or permit will be renewed if and when required or that such existing
licenses and permits will not be revoked.
The Company may be required to obtain or renew further government permits and licenses for its operations.
Obtaining, amending, or renewing the necessary governmental permits and licenses can be a time-consuming
process, potentially involving numerous regulatory agencies, and involving public hearings and costly
undertakings on the Company’s part. The duration and success of the Company’s efforts to obtain, amend, and
renew permits and licenses are contingent upon many variables not within its control, including the interpretation
of and amendments to applicable requirements implemented by the relevant permitting or licensing authority. The
Company may not be able to obtain, amend or renew permits or licenses that are necessary to its operations.
Any unexpected delays or costs associated with the permitting and licensing process could impede the ongoing
or proposed operations of the Company. To the extent necessary permits or licenses are not obtained, amended
or renewed, or are subsequently suspended or revoked, the Company may be curtailed or prohibited from
proceeding with its ongoing operations or planned development and commercialization activities. Such
curtailment or prohibition may result in a Material Adverse Effect on the Company’s business, financial condition,
results of operations or prospects.
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The Company will be dependent on suppliers and distributors being able to provide certain products. The type of
supplier or distributor will vary amongst the provinces. In some provinces, independent suppliers are allowed to
operate provided that they have the appropriate licenses, while in other provinces the governing body administers
the entirety of the wholesale and distribution operations in the province. In those provinces that allow independent
licensed suppliers to operate, the Company will rely on the suppliers’ licenses, or ability to obtain additional
licenses, which are subject to ongoing compliance and reporting requirements. Failure to comply with the
requirements of these licenses or any failure to obtain or maintain such licenses could have a material adverse
impact on the business, financial condition and operating results of the Company. There can be no guarantee
that the provincial regulator will issue, extend or renew these licenses or, if issued, extended or renewed, that
they will be issued, extended or renewed on terms that are favourable to the Company’s suppliers and the
Company. Should the provincial cannabis regulators not issue, extend or renew the licenses or should they issue
or renew the licenses on terms that are less favourable to such supplier and the Company than anticipated, the
business, financial condition and results of the operations of the Company could be materially adversely affected.
Changes in Laws, Regulations, and Guidelines
The Cannabis Act came into force on October 17, 2018 and was subsequently amended on October 17, 2019.
However, uncertainty remains with respect to the implementation of the Cannabis Act and federal regulations
thereunder, as well as the various provincial and territorial regimes governing the distribution and sale of cannabis
for adult-use purposes. The implementation of the legislative framework pertaining to the Canadian cannabis
market remains ever changing and uncertain. The impact of new laws, regulations, and guidelines on the business
of the Company, including increased costs of compliance and other potential risks, cannot be predicted, and
accordingly, the Company may experience adverse effects.
Compliance with Laws
The Company’s and many of its suppliers’ operations will be subject to various laws, regulations, and guidelines.
The Company will endeavour to comply with all applicable laws, regulations, and guidelines. However, there is a
risk that the Company’s interpretation of laws, regulations, and guidelines, including, but not limited to the
Cannabis Act, the regulations thereunder, applicable provincial licensing rules and regulations, and applicable
stock exchange rules and regulations, may differ from those of others, and the Company’s or its suppliers’
operations may not be in compliance with such laws, regulations and guidelines. In addition, achievement of the
Company’s business objectives is contingent, in part, upon compliance with regulatory requirements enacted by
governmental authorities and, where necessary, obtaining regulatory approvals. The impact of regulatory
compliance regimes, any delays in obtaining, or failure to obtain regulatory approvals required by the Company
may significantly delay or impact the development of the Company’s business and operations and could have a
Material Adverse Effect on the business, results of operations and financial condition of the Company. Any
potential non-compliance could cause the business, financial condition and results of the operations of the
Company to be adversely affected. Further, any amendment to or replacement of the Cannabis Act or other
applicable rules and regulations governing the activities of the Company and its suppliers may cause adverse
effects to the Company’s operations. The risks to the business of the Company or its suppliers associated with
the decision to amend or replace the Cannabis Act and subsequent regulatory changes, could reduce the potential
customers of the Company and could materially and adversely affect the business, financial condition and results
of operations of the Company.
It is unclear how certain regulatory bodies will interpret commercial agreements with respect to licensed retail
cannabis operations. The Company intends to enter into commercial agreements in compliance with all applicable
law, however provincial regulators are continuing to provide guidance on how cannabis retailers should interpret
certain provincial rules and regulations. In the event provincial regulators indicate that they shall interpret certain
rules and regulations in a manner inconsistent with that of cannabis retailers, including, but not limited to the
Company, this could result in the Company being unable to enter into certain commercial agreements or provide
certain services which could have a Material Adverse Effect on the business, results of operations, and financial
condition of the Company.
The Company will incur ongoing costs and obligations related to regulatory compliance. Failure to comply with
applicable laws and regulations may result in enforcement actions thereunder, including orders issued by
regulatory or judicial authorities causing operations to cease or be curtailed, and may include corrective measures
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requiring capital expenditures or remedial actions. Parties may be liable for civil or criminal fines or penalties
imposed for violations of applicable laws or regulations. Amendments to current laws, regulations and permitting
requirements, or more stringent application of existing laws or regulations, may have a material adverse impact
on the Company or its suppliers, resulting in increased capital expenditures or production costs, reduced levels
of cannabis production or abandonment or delays in the development of facilities which could have a Material
Adverse Effect on the business, results of operations and financial condition of the Company.
The introduction of new tax laws, regulations or rules, or changes to, or differing interpretation of, or application
of, existing tax laws, regulations or rules could result in an increase in the Company’s taxes, or other governmental
charges, duties or impositions. No assurance can be given that new tax laws, regulations or rules will not be
enacted or that existing tax laws, regulations or rules will not be changed, interpreted or applied in a manner
which could result in the Company’s profits being subject to additional taxation or which could otherwise have a
Material Adverse Effect on the Company.
Due to the nature of the Company’s operations, various legal and tax matters may be outstanding from time to
time. If the Company is unable to resolve any of these matters favourably, there may be a Material Adverse Effect
on the Company. There are also risks to the business of the Company represented by court rulings or legislative
changes.
Requirements of Being a Public Company May Strain the Company’s Resources
As a reporting issuer, the Company, and its business activities, will be subject to the reporting requirements of
applicable securities legislation of the jurisdiction in which it is a reporting issuer, the listing requirements of the
exchange on which it would be listed and other applicable securities rules and regulations. Compliance with those
rules and regulations will increase the Company’s legal and financial costs as compared to the Company’s current
activities making some activities more difficult, time consuming or costly and increase demand on its systems and
resources.
Risks Relating to its Suppliers
In addition, the risk factors that may impact the business, operations and financial condition of the Company and
its suppliers noted above, the risk factors contemplated herein may directly impact the business, operations, and
financial condition of the Company’s suppliers and, accordingly, may have an indirect Material Adverse Effect on
the Company.
Reliance on Supplier Facilities
The facilities of the Company’s suppliers could be subject to adverse changes or developments, including but not
limited to a breach of security, which could have a material and adverse effect on the Company’s business,
financial condition and prospects. Any breach of the security measures and other facility requirements, including
any failure to comply with recommendations or requirements arising from inspections by governmental authorities,
could also have an impact on the Company’s suppliers’ ability to continue operating under their licenses or the
prospect of renewing their licenses, which may have an adverse effect on the Company.
Risks Inherent in Strategic Alliances
The Company may enter into strategic alliances with third parties that it believes will complement or augment its
existing business. The Company’s ability to complete strategic alliances is dependent upon, and may be limited
by, the availability of suitable candidates and capital. In addition, strategic alliances could present unforeseen
integration obstacles or costs, may not enhance the Company’s business, and may involve risks that could
adversely affect the Company, including significant amounts of management time that may be diverted from
operations to pursue and complete such transactions or maintain such strategic alliances. Future strategic
alliances could result in the incurrence of additional debt, costs and contingent liabilities, and there can be no
assurance that future strategic alliances will achieve the expected benefits to the Company’s business or that the
Company will be able to consummate future strategic alliances on satisfactory terms, or at all.
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Competition
The private retail cannabis industry is very competitive, with the most significant competition from other entities
with multiple licenses in multiple jurisdictions, which may have greater resources or longer operating histories.
The Company believes that its competition can be broadly grouped into four categories: (a) large vertically
integrated competitors; (b) competitors with existing retail operations; (c) government retailers; and (d) the
unregulated market.
Leases
The Company may enter into lease agreements for locations in respect of which at the time of entering such
agreement, it does not have the appropriate zoning, permit or licence to sell cannabis products. In the event the
Company is unable to obtain the appropriate zoning, permit and/or licence to sell cannabis products at such
locations in compliance with applicable law, such leases may become a liability of the Company without a
corresponding revenue stream (subject to stores where the Company may sell cannabis accessories only, in
compliance with applicable law). In the event that the Company is unable to obtain the appropriate zoning, permits
and/or licences at numerous locations for which it has or will have a lease obligation, this could have a material
adverse effect on the Company’s business, financial conditions and operating results.
Limited Operating History
The Company has a limited history of operations and will be in the early stage of development as it attempts to
create an infrastructure to capitalize on the opportunity for value creation in the cannabis industry. The Company
will therefore be subject to many of the risks common to early-stage enterprises, including under-capitalization,
cash shortages, limitations with respect to personnel, financial, and other resources and lack of sufficient
revenues. The limited operating history may also make it difficult for investors to evaluate the Company’s
prospects for success. There is no assurance that the Company will be successful, and the likelihood of success
must be considered in light of its early stage of operations.
The Company may not be able to achieve or maintain profitability and may incur losses in the future. In addition,
the Company is expected to increase its capital investments as it implements initiatives to grow its business. If
the Company’s revenues do not increase to offset these expected increases, the Company may not generate
positive cash flow. There is no assurance that future revenues will be sufficient to generate the funds required to
continue operations without external funding.
Fraudulent or Illegal Activity by Employees, Contractors and Consultants
The Company may be exposed to the risk that its employees, independent contractors and consultants may
engage in fraudulent or other illegal activity. Misconduct by these parties could include intentional, reckless and/or
negligent conduct or disclosure of unauthorized activities to the Company that violates: (a) government
regulations; (b) federal and provincial healthcare fraud and abuse laws and regulations; or (c) laws that require
the true, complete, and accurate reporting of financial information or data. It may not always be possible for the
Company to identify and deter such misconduct by its employees and other third parties, and the precautions
taken by the Company to detect and prevent this activity may not be effective in controlling unknown or
unmanaged risks or losses or in protecting the Company from governmental investigations or other actions or
lawsuits stemming from a failure to be in compliance with such laws or regulations. If any such actions are
instituted against the Company, and it is not successful in defending itself or asserting its rights, such actions
could have a significant impact on the Company’s business, including the imposition of civil, criminal and
administrative penalties, damages, monetary fines, contractual damages, reputational harm, diminished profits
and future earnings, and curtailment of Company’s operations, any of which could have a Material Adverse Effect
on the Company’s business, financial condition, results of operations or prospects.
Internal Controls
Effective internal controls are necessary for the Company to provide reliable financial reports and to help prevent
fraud. Although the Company will undertake a number of procedures and will implement a number of safeguards
in order to help ensure the reliability of its financial reports, including those imposed on the Company under
applicable law, in each case the Company cannot be certain that such measures will ensure that the Company
maintains adequate control over financial processes and reporting. Failure to implement required new or improved
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controls, or difficulties encountered in their implementation, could harm the Company’s results of operations or
cause it to fail to meet its reporting obligations. If the Company or its auditors discover a material weakness, the
disclosure of that fact, even if quickly remedied, could reduce the market’s confidence in the Company’s Financial
Statements and could result in a Material Adverse Effect.
General Economic Risks
The Company’s operations could be affected by the economic context should interest rates, inflation or the
unemployment level reach levels that influence consumer trends and spending and, consequently, impact the
Company’s sales and profitability.
Any investors should further consider, among other factors, the Company’s prospects for success in light of the
risks and uncertainties encountered by companies that, like the Company, are in their early stages. For example,
unanticipated expenses and problems or technical difficulties may occur, which may result in material delays in
the operation of the Company’s business. The Company may not successfully address these risks and
uncertainties or successfully implement its operating strategies. If the Company fails to do so, it could materially
harm the Company’s business to the point of having to cease operations and could impair the value of the
Company’s securities.
Uncertainty of Use of Proceeds
Although the Company has set out its intended use of proceeds, these intended uses are estimates only and
subject to change. While management does not contemplate any material variation, management does retain
broad discretion in the application of such proceeds. The failure by the Company to apply these funds effectively
could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s business, including the Company’s ability to achieve its
stated business objectives.
Failure to successfully integrate acquired businesses, its products and other assets into the Company,
or if integrated, failure to further the Company’s business strategy, may result in the Company’s inability
to realize any benefit from such acquisition
The Company expects to grow by acquiring assets and businesses. The consummation and integration of any
acquired business, product or other assets into the Company may be complex and time consuming and, if such
businesses and assets are not successfully integrated, the Company may not achieve the anticipated benefits,
cost-savings or growth opportunities. Furthermore, these acquisitions and other arrangements, even if
successfully integrated, may fail to further the Company’s business strategy as anticipated, expose the Company
to increased competition or other challenges with respect to the Company’s products or geographic markets, and
expose the Company to additional liabilities associated with an acquired business, technology or other asset or
arrangement.
When the Company acquires cannabis businesses, it may obtain the rights to applications for licenses as well as
licenses; however, the procurement of such applications for licenses and licenses generally will be subject to
governmental and regulatory approval. There are no guarantees that the Company will successfully consummate
such acquisitions, and even if the Company consummates such acquisitions, the procurement of applications for
licenses may never result in the grant of a license by any state or local governmental or regulatory agency and
the transfer of any rights to licenses may never be approved by the applicable state and/or local governmental or
regulatory agency.
Credit and Liquidity Risk
The Company will be exposed to counterparty risks and liquidity risks including, but not limited to:
●

●
●
●
●
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through suppliers of the Company which may experience financial, operational or other difficulties, including
insolvency, which could limit or suspend those suppliers’ ability to perform their obligations under agreements
with the Company;
through financial institutions that may hold the Company’s cash and cash equivalents;
through companies that will have payables to the Company;
through the Company’s insurance providers; and
through the Company’s lenders, if any.

The Company will also be exposed to liquidity risks in meeting its operating expenditure requirements in instances
where cash positions are unable to be maintained or appropriate financing is unavailable. These factors may
impact the ability of the Company to obtain loans and other credit facilities in the future and, if obtained, on terms
favourable to the Company. If these risks materialize, the Company’s operations could be adversely impacted,
and the price of the Company’s common shares could be adversely affected.
Liquidity and Additional Financing
There is no guarantee that the Company will be able to achieve its business objectives. The continued
development of the Company may require additional financing. The failure to raise such capital could result in the
delay or indefinite postponement of current business objectives or the Company going out of business. There can
be no assurance that additional capital or other types of financing will be available if needed or that, if available,
the terms of such financing will be favourable to the Company. If additional funds are raised through issuances
of equity or convertible debt securities, existing shareholders could suffer significant dilution. In addition, from
time to time, the Company may enter into transactions to acquire assets or the shares of other corporations.
These transactions may be financed wholly or partially with debt, which may temporarily increase the Company’s
debt levels above industry standards. Any debt financing secured in the future could involve restrictive covenants
relating to capital raising activities and other financial and operational matters, which may make it more difficult
for the Company to obtain additional capital and to pursue business opportunities, including potential acquisitions.
The Company may require additional financing to fund its operations to the point where it is generating positive
cash flows. Negative cash flow may restrict the Company’s ability to pursue its business objectives.
Difficulty to Forecast
The Company will need to rely largely on its own market research to forecast industry statistics as detailed
forecasts are not generally obtainable, if obtainable at all, from other sources at this early stage of the adult-use
cannabis industry. Failure in the demand for the adult-use cannabis products as a result of competition,
technological change, change in the regulatory or legal landscape or other factors could have a Material Adverse
Effect on the business, results of operations and financial condition of the Company.
Cannabis Prices
The price of the Company’s common shares and the Company’s financial results may be significantly and
adversely affected by a decline in the price of cannabis. There is currently no established market price for
cannabis, and the price of cannabis is affected by numerous factors beyond the Company’s control. Any price
decline may have a Material Adverse Effect on the Company.
The profitability of the Company’s may be directly related to the price of cannabis. The Company’s operating
income may be sensitive to changes in the price of cannabis and the overall condition of the cannabis industry,
as its operating income will be derived in part from royalty payments or cannabis streams.
Reputational Risk
The Company believes that the cannabis industry is highly dependent upon consumer perception regarding the
safety, efficacy and quality of the cannabis stocked at retail locations of the Company. Consumer perception can
be significantly influenced by scientific research or findings, regulatory proceedings, litigation, media attention
and other publicity regarding the consumption of cannabis products. There can be no assurance that future
scientific research, findings, regulatory proceedings, litigation, media attention or other research findings or
publicity will be favourable to the cannabis market or any particular product, or consistent with earlier publicity.
Future research reports, findings, regulatory proceedings, litigation, media attention or other publicity that are
perceived as less favourable than, or that question, earlier research reports, findings or publicity could have a
Material Adverse Effect on the demand within the cannabis industry, which could affect the business, results of
operations, financial condition and cash flows of the Company. The Company’s dependence on consumer
perceptions means that adverse scientific research reports, findings, regulatory proceedings, litigation, media
attention or other publicity, whether or not accurate or with merit, could have a Material Adverse Effect on the
Company, the business, results of operations, financial condition and cash flows of the Company. Further,
adverse publicity reports or other media attention regarding the safety, efficacy and quality of cannabis in general,
or associating the consumption of cannabis with illness or other negative effects or events, could have such a
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Material Adverse Effect. Such adverse publicity reports or other media attention could arise even if the adverse
effects associated with such products resulted from consumers’ failure to consume such products legally,
appropriately or as directed.
In addition, the parties with which the Company does business may perceive that they are exposed to reputational
risk as a result of the Company’s cannabis business activities. For example, the Company could receive a
notification from a banker advising it that they would no longer maintain banking relationships with those in the
cannabis industry. The Company may in the future have difficulty establishing or maintaining bank accounts or
other business relationships. Failure to establish or maintain business relationships could have a Material Adverse
Effect on the Company.
Management of Growth
The Company may be subject to growth-related risks. The ability of the Company to manage growth effectively
will require it to continue to implement and improve its operational and financial systems and to expand, train and
manage its employee base. The inability of the Company to deal with this growth may have a Material Adverse
Effect on the Company’s business, financial condition, results of operations and growth prospects.
No assurance that the Company will turn a profit
There is no assurance as to whether the Company will be profitable or pay dividends. The Company has incurred
and anticipates that it will continue to incur substantial expenses relating to the development and initial operations
of its business. The payment and amount of any future dividends will depend upon, among other things, the
Company’s results of operations, cash flow, financial condition, and operating and capital requirements.
There is no assurance that future dividends will be paid, and, if dividends are paid, there is no assurance with
respect to the amount of any such dividends.
If the Company is unable to stock in-demand products or brands, it may not be able to keep pace with
market developments
The cannabis industry is in its early stages and it is likely that the Company and its competitors will seek to
introduce in-demand products and brands in the future to their stock. In attempting to keep pace with any new
market developments, the Company will need to expend significant amounts of capital in order to successfully
procure and generate revenues from, in-demand products and brands. The Company may also be required to
obtain additional regulatory approvals from applicable authorities which may take significant time. The Company
may not be successful in procuring in-demand products and brands, bringing such products to market in time to
be effectively commercialized, or obtaining any required regulatory approvals, which together with capital
expenditures made in the court of such product development and regulatory approval processes, may have a
material adverse effect on the Company’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
Equity Price Risk
The Company may be exposed to equity price risk as a result of holding long-term investments in other
companies. Just as investing in the Company is inherent with risks such as those set out in this MD&A, by
investing in these other companies, the Company may be exposed to the risks associated with owning equity
securities and those risks inherent in the investee companies.
Anti-Money Laundering Laws and Regulation Risks
The Company is subject to a variety of laws and regulations domestically and internationally that concern money
laundering, financial recordkeeping and proceeds of crime, including the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering)
and Terrorist Financing Act (Canada), as amended and the rules and regulations thereunder, the Criminal Code
(Canada) and any related or similar rules, regulations or guidelines, issued, administered or enforced by
governmental authorities internationally.
In the event that any of the Company’s proceeds, any dividends or distributions therefrom, or any profits or
revenues accruing from operations were found to be in violation of money laundering legislation or otherwise,
such transactions may be viewed as proceeds of crime under one or more of the statutes noted above or any
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other applicable legislation. This could restrict or otherwise jeopardize the ability of the Company to declare or
pay dividends, effect other distributions or subsequently repatriate such funds back to Canada.
Unknown Defects and Impairments
A defect in any business arrangement may arise to defeat or impair the claim of the Company to such transaction,
which may have a Material Adverse Effect on the Company. It is possible that material changes could occur that
may adversely affect management’s estimate of the recoverable amount for any agreement the Company may
enter. Impairment estimates, based on applicable key assumptions and sensitivity analysis, will be based on
management’s best knowledge of the amounts, events or actions at such time, and the actual future outcomes
may differ from any estimates that are provided by the Company. Any impairment charges on the Company’s
carrying value of business arrangements could have a Material Adverse Effect on the Company.
Litigation
The Company may from time to time be involved in various claims, legal proceedings and disputes arising in the
ordinary course of business. If the Company is unable to resolve these disputes favourably, it may have a Material
Adverse Effect on the Company. Even if the Company is involved in litigation and is successful, litigation can
redirect significant Company resources. Litigation may also create a negative perception of the Company.
Securities litigation could result in substantial costs and damages and divert the Company’s management’s
attention and resources. Any decision resulting from any such litigation that is adverse to the Company could
have a negative impact on the Company’s financial position.
Hedging Risk
The Company may hedge or enter into forward sales of its forecasted right to purchase cannabis. Hedging
involves certain inherent risks including:
●

●
●

Credit risk – the risk that the creditworthiness of a counterparty may adversely affect its ability to perform its
payment and other obligations under its agreement with the Company or adversely affect the financial and
other terms the counterparty is able to offer the Company;
Market liquidity risk – the risk that the Company has entered into a hedging position that cannot be closed
out quickly, by either liquidating such hedging instrument or by establishing an offsetting position; and
Unrealized fair value adjustment risk – the risk that, in respect of certain hedging products, an adverse change
in market prices for cannabis will result in the Company incurring losses in respect of such hedging products
as a result of the hedging products being out-of-the-money on their settlement dates.

There can be no assurance that a hedging program designed to reduce the risks associated with price fluctuations
will be successful. Although hedging may protect the Company from adverse changes in price fluctuations, it may
also prevent the Company from fully benefiting from positive changes.
Cybersecurity Risks
The information systems of the Company and any third-party service providers and vendors are vulnerable to an
increasing threat of continually evolving cybersecurity risks. These risks may take the form of malware, computer
viruses, cyber threats, extortion, employee error, malfeasance, system errors or other types of risks, and may
occur from inside or outside of the respective organizations. Cybersecurity risk is increasingly difficult to identify
and quantify and cannot be fully mitigated because of the rapid evolving nature of the threats, targets and
consequences. Additionally, unauthorized parties may attempt to gain access to these systems through fraud or
other means of deceiving third-party service providers, employees or vendors. The operations of the Company
depend, in part, on how well networks, equipment, IT systems and software are protected against damage from
a number of threats. These operations also depend on the timely maintenance, upgrade and replacement of
networks, equipment, IT systems and software, as well as pre-emptive expenses to mitigate the risks of failures.
However, if the Company is unable or delayed in maintaining, upgrading or replacing IT systems and software,
the risk of a cybersecurity incident could materially increase. Any of these and other events could result in
information system failures, delays and/or increases in capital expenses. The failure of information systems or a
component of information systems could, depending on the nature of any such failure, adversely impact the
reputation and results of operations of the Company.
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Dividend Policy
The declaration, timing, amount and payment of dividends are at the discretion of the Company’s board of
directors and will depend upon the Company’s future earnings, cash flows, acquisition capital requirements and
financial condition, and other relevant factors. There can be no assurance that the Company will declare a
dividend on a quarterly, annual or other basis.
Operating Risks
Cannabis operations generally involve a high degree of risk. The Company’s suppliers will be subject to all of the
hazards and risks normally encountered in the cannabis industry. Should any of these risks or hazards affect its
suppliers generally, it could result in the delay of product supplied or increase the price of the product generally.
The occurrence of either of the above mentioned risks or hazards could have a Material Adverse Effect on the
ability of the Company to carry out its business and the price of the Company’s securities.
Customer Acquisitions
The Company’s success depends, in part, on the Company’s ability to attract and retain customers. There are
many factors which could impact the Company’s ability to attract and retain customers, including but not limited
to the successful implementation of marketing plans and the continued growth in the aggregate number of
customers. The failure to acquire and retain customers would have a Material Adverse Effect on the Company’s
business, operating results and financial condition.
Constraints on Marketing Products
The development of the Company’s businesses and operating results may be hindered by applicable restrictions
on marketing. The Canadian federal regulatory regime requires plain packaging of products, and has further
prohibitions with respect to marketing, including prohibitions on testimonials, lifestyle branding and packaging that
is appealing to youth.
The regulatory environment in Canada and abroad limits the Company’s ability to compete for market share in a
manner similar to other industries. If the Company is unable to effectively market its products and compete for
market share, or if the costs of compliance with government legislation and regulation cannot be absorbed through
increased selling prices for its products, the Company’s sales and operating results could be adversely affected,
which could have a materially adverse effect on the Company’s business, financial condition and operating
results.
Risks Inherent in an Agricultural Business
The business of certain of the Company’s suppliers involves the growing of cannabis. Cannabis is an agricultural
product. As such, the business is subject to the risks inherent in the agricultural business, such as insects, plant
diseases and similar agricultural risks. In the case of outdoor cultivation, weather conditions, which can vary
substantially from year to year, have a significant impact on the size and quality of the harvest of the crops
processed and sold by the Company’s suppliers. Significant fluctuations in the total harvest will impact the
Company’s ability to operate. High degrees of quality variance can also affect the ability of the Company to obtain
and retain customers. There can be no assurance that natural elements will not have a Material Adverse Effect
on the production of products by the Company’s supplier, which may have a Material Adverse Effect on the
Company.
Wholesale Price Volatility
The cannabis industry is a margin-based business in which gross profits depend on the excess of sales prices
over costs. Consequently, profitability is sensitive to fluctuations in wholesale and retail prices caused by changes
in supply (which itself depends on other factors such as weather, fuel, equipment and labour costs, shipping
costs, economic situation and demand), taxes, government programs and policies for the cannabis industry
(including price controls and wholesale price restrictions that may be imposed by provincial agencies responsible
for the sale of cannabis), and other market conditions, all of which are factors beyond the control of the Company.
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Product Recalls
Manufacturers and distributors of products are sometimes subject to the recall or return of their products for a
variety of reasons, including product defects, such as contamination, unintended harmful side effects or
interactions with other substances, packaging safety and inadequate or inaccurate labeling disclosure. If any of
the products produced by the Company’s suppliers are recalled due to an alleged product defect or for any other
reason, the Company may be required to incur unexpected expenses relating to the recall, such as finding a
suitable alternative to the recalled product, and potentially any legal proceedings that might arise in connection
with the recall. In addition, a product recall may require significant management attention. There can be no
assurance that any quality, potency or contamination problems will be detected in time to avoid unforeseen
product recalls, regulatory action or lawsuits. Additionally, if one of the products produced by the Company’s
suppliers were subject to recall, the image of that product, the supplier and the Company’s reputation as a carrier
of that product could be harmed. A recall for any of the foregoing reasons could lead to decreased demand and
could have a Material Adverse Effect on the results of operations and financial condition of the Company.
Additionally, product recalls may lead to increased scrutiny of the operations by regulatory agencies, requiring
further management attention and potential legal fees and other expenses, which may also have an adverse
effect on the Company.
Product Liability
As a seller of products designed to be ingested by humans, the Company will face an inherent risk of exposure
to product liability claims, regulatory action and litigation if the products it sells are alleged to have caused
significant loss or injury. In addition, the manufacture and sale of cannabis products involve the risk of injury to
consumers due to tampering by unauthorized third parties or product contamination. Previously unknown adverse
reactions resulting from human consumption of cannabis products alone or in combination with other medications
or substances could occur. The Company may be subject to various product liability claims, including that the
products they sell caused injury or illness, include inadequate instructions for use or include inadequate warnings
concerning possible side effects or interactions with other substances.
A product liability claim or regulatory action against the Company could result in increased costs to the Company,
could adversely affect the Company’s reputation with its clients and consumers generally, and could have a
Material Adverse Effect on our results of operations and financial condition of the Company. There can be no
assurances that the Company or the Company’s suppliers will be able to obtain or maintain product liability
insurance on acceptable terms or with adequate coverage against potential liabilities. Such insurance is
expensive and may not be available in the future on acceptable terms, or at all. The inability to obtain sufficient
insurance coverage on reasonable terms or to otherwise protect against potential product liability claims could
prevent or inhibit the commercialization of products.
Environmental and Employee Health and Safety Regulations
The Company’s operations may be subject to environmental and safety laws and regulations concerning, among
other things, emissions and discharges to water, air and land, the handling and disposal of hazardous and nonhazardous materials and wastes, and employee health and safety. Accordingly, the Company will incur ongoing
costs and obligations related to compliance with environmental and employee health and safety matters. Failure
to comply with environmental and safety laws and regulations may result in costs for corrective measures,
penalties or in restrictions on certain of the Company’s operations. In addition, changes in environmental,
employee health and safety or other laws, more vigorous enforcement thereof or other unanticipated events could
require extensive changes to the Company’s operations or give rise to material liabilities, which could have a
Material Adverse Effect on the business, results of operations and financial condition of the Company.
Reliance on Key Inputs
Certain of the Company’s businesses are dependent on a number of key inputs and their related costs including
supplies and stock related to their retail operations. Any significant interruption or negative change in the
availability or economics of the supply chain for key inputs could materially impact the financial condition and
operating results of these suppliers. Any inability to secure required supplies, stock, and services or to do so on
appropriate terms could have a materially adverse impact on the business, financial condition and operating
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results of these suppliers, in which circumstance there could be a materially adverse effect on the financial results
of the Company.
Intellectual Property
The ownership and protection of trademarks, patents, trade secrets and intellectual property rights brought in
from the acquisition of Kiaro are significant aspects of the Company’s future success. Unauthorized parties may
attempt to replicate or otherwise obtain and use the Company’s products and technology. Policing the
unauthorized use of the Company’s current or future trademarks, patents, trade secrets or intellectual property
rights could be difficult, expensive, time-consuming and unpredictable, as may be enforcing these rights against
unauthorized use by others. In addition, in any infringement proceeding, some or all of the trademarks, patents
or other intellectual property rights or other proprietary know-how, or arrangements or agreements seeking to
protect the same may be found invalid, unenforceable, anti-competitive or not infringed. An adverse result in any
litigation or defense proceedings could put one or more of the trademarks, patents or other intellectual property
rights at risk of being invalidated or interpreted narrowly and could put existing intellectual property applications
at risk of not being issued. Any or all of these events could materially and adversely affect the business, financial
condition and results of operations of the Company.
In addition, other parties may claim that the Company’s products infringe on their proprietary and perhaps patent
protected rights. Such claims, whether or not meritorious, may result in the expenditure of significant financial and
managerial resources, legal fees, result in injunctions, temporary restraining orders and/or require the payment
of damages. As well, the Company may need to obtain licences from third parties who allege that the Company
has infringed on their lawful rights. However, such licences may not be available on terms acceptable to the
Company or at all. In addition, the Company may not be able to obtain or utilize on terms that are favorable to it,
or at all, licences or other rights with respect to intellectual property that it does not own.
Transportation Risks
The Company’s suppliers will depend on fast and efficient courier services. Any prolonged disruption of this
courier service could have an adverse effect on the financial condition and results of operations of the Company
and/or the suppliers. Due to the nature of the business of the Company, security of product during transport is of
the utmost concern. A breach of security during transport or delivery could have a material and adverse effect on
the business, financial condition and prospects of the Company. Any breach of the security measures during
transport or delivery, including any failure to comply with recommendations or requirements of Health Canada or
other regulatory agencies, could also have an impact on the Company’s and/or its suppliers’ ability to continue
operating.
Forward-Looking Information May Prove Inaccurate
Shareholders are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking information. By its nature, forwardlooking information involves numerous assumptions, known and unknown risks and uncertainties, of both a
general and specific nature, that could cause actual results to differ materially from those suggested by the
forward-looking information or contribute to the possibility that predictions, forecasts or projections will prove to
be materially inaccurate.
Readers should carefully consider the risk factors set out in this MD&A and consider all other information
contained herein before making a decision with respect to the Amalgamation Agreement. If any of the risks
described above materialize, the business, financial condition or results of operations of the Parties could be
materially and adversely affected. Additional risks and uncertainties not currently known to or currently seen as
immaterial by management of Company may also materially and adversely affect the business, financial condition
or results of operations of the Parties.
Challenging Global Financial Conditions
Global financial conditions, particularly in light of the recent COVID-19 pandemic, have been characterized by
increased volatility, with numerous financial institutions having either gone into bankruptcy or having to be rescued
by government authorities. Global financial conditions could suddenly and rapidly destabilize in response to future
events, as government authorities may have limited resources to respond to future crises. Global capital markets
have continued to display increased volatility in response to global events. Future crises may be precipitated by
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any number of causes, including natural disasters, geopolitical instability, changes to energy prices or sovereign
defaults. Any sudden or rapid destabilization of global economic conditions could negatively impact the ability of
the Company, or the ability of the operators of the companies in which the Company will hold interests, to obtain
equity or debt financing or make other suitable arrangements to finance their projects. If increased levels of
volatility continue or in the event of a rapid destabilization of global economic conditions, it may result in a Material
Adverse Effect on the Company and the price of the Company’s securities could be adversely affected.
Global Pandemic
As a result of the global outbreak of COVID-19 and its declaration by the World Health Organization to be a
“pandemic”, certain actions are being taken by governments and businesses around the world to control the
outbreak, including restrictions on public activities, travel and commercial operations. As such, the Company’s
ability to operate its business and its sales revenue, results of operations, cash flow and liquidity may be adversely
impacted.
The COVID-19 pandemic, the measures attempting to contain and mitigate the effects of the virus, including travel
bans and restrictions, quarantines, shelter-in-place orders, shutdowns and restrictions on trade, and the resulting
changes in customer and consumer behaviours have disrupted and will continue to disrupt the Company’s normal
operations and impact employees, suppliers, partners, and customers. The degree to which COVID-19 will affect
the Company’s results and operations will depend on future developments that are highly uncertain and cannot
currently be predicted, including, but not limited to, the duration, extent and severity of the COVID-19 pandemic,
actions taken to contain the COVID-19 pandemic, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and related restrictions
on economic activity and domestic and international trade, and the extent of the impact of these and other factors
on the Company’s employees, partners, suppliers, and customers.
The COVID-19 pandemic and related restrictions could limit customers’ ability to continue to operate, lead to
disruption in the Company’s supply chain, disrupt or delay the ability of employees to work because they become
sick or are required to care for those who become sick, cause delays or disruptions in services provided by key
suppliers, increase vulnerability of the Company and its partners and service providers to security breaches,
denial of service attacks or other hacking or phishing attacks, or cause other unpredictable events. COVID-19
has also caused heightened uncertainty in the global economy. If economic growth slows further or if a recession
develops or continues to develop, consumers may not have the financial means to make purchases from the
Company and may delay or reduce discretionary purchases, negatively impacting the Company’s operations.
Since the impact of COVID-19 is ongoing, the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic and the related impact on the
global economy may not be fully reflected in the Company’s results of operations until future periods. Further,
volatility in the capital markets has been heightened during recent months and such volatility may continue, which
may cause declines in the price of the Company’s common shares, increasing the risk that securities class action
litigation could be instituted against the Company.

OTHER INFORMATION
Additional information on the Company is available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
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